Historical Geology

Name ___________________________

Fav Movie _______________________________

Part 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTYWrNDk_9g
1. Archbishop Ussher proclaimed that the earth was __________ years old, made __________________
2. What exactly did James Hutton,
the father of modern geology, observe
that caused him to propose an older
earth? Add a drawing to your explanation.

3. What do you think about using a lineage of people to establish accurately the date of Earth?

4. From what did Earth (and most other planets) probably form?

5. Record four descriptions of the early earth.
c

a

b

d

6. Where was Kelvin correct and where was he wrong?

Part 2 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UEV_PIK9jI
7. The accepted age for Earth is ______________________________ years and is known as ______________________
8. Why are there no rocks from 4.5 billion years ago (BYA) ?

9. Why did the earth cool?

10. What is the big deal with the pillow lavas in South Africa? What do they prove?

11. If rocks weren’t the source of ALL Earth’s water, what could be another source?

Part 3 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6Q6lpuM0ME
12. Granite first appeared about ___________________________ BYA.
13. Describe two differences between the continental granite and oceanic basalt.
a
b
14. Continents tend to be made primarily of the rock _____________________________
15. Why are stromatolites important in Earth’s history?

16. What did the oxygen first do to the oceans and how did the oceans change?

17. What is the big deal with all the precipitating iron?

Part 4 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoA-uT6JKW8

1.5 BYA

18. What was the paradox raised by Paradoxides?

19. What did findings from WWII show related to “continental drift”?

21. What happens to the crust directly above the upwelling convection currents.

22. If the crust is breaking apart at rifts, won’t this make Earth bigger? Explain.

23. The rate of plate movement is about the same as ____________________________________
1.4 BYA
24. Rodinia originally was made of what 2 countries? ____________________ and _______________________
Part 5 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJTCd7qYWl8
650 MYA
25. Earth was covered by ice ________________________ thick and was ___________ °F

26. How many years did it take to melt most of the ice? ______________________________________________

Part 6 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9FrooHXO83Q
27. What is cool about the Burgess Shale and during what geologic period was it deposited?

28. Why was life finally capable of developing on land when before it could survive only in the oceans?
400 MYA
29. Why is what happened in the Carboniferous period significant for us today?
250 MYA
Part 7 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgpM8MbQR4k
30. Explain what happened in Siberia at this time and how that event affected life. (What % of all life died?)
a.
b.
31. What started happening by 180 MYA and what was the result?

32. Write your theory as to how diamonds formed.

Part 8 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zig8Vx4d9jM

33. What is unusual about the Kimberlite volcanoes?

35. Dino bones are found in sedimentary rocks dating from ______ to ______ MYA then ___________________________
36. What were the Alvarez findings and that did those findings suggest?

37. Is there any evidence for that proposal?

38. The meteorite that formed Meteor Crater was 50 m across. How does this meteor compare.

Part 9 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yVQuIFwqVM <- Ja, dis is gud stuff, you betcha. (You’ll see what I mean.)

39. Draw what happened when
Africa bumped into Europe.
(“Excuse me, Europe” said
northern Africa.) Add the Alps.

40. About _______________________________ tons of material are removed from the Alps every year by erosion and this
equals _______________________________________________________
41. If the Colorado River and the Mississippi were having an erosion contest, the Colorado would win. Why?

2 MYA
42. What two things, one biologic, were happening about this time.

43. Prior to this time, could a Forrest Gump-like polar bear have run from the Arctic to Peru to eat a llama? Why?
(Run, Forrest, run!)

What? Accurate to only 2 cm?
Part 10 - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F35b4cRPT88
44. How did Louis Agassiz explain those erratic boulders?

45. How did those grooves form?

45. How has the climate in the last 10,000 years been good for humans?

Thought Questions
A. Do you think humans have been the most important species Earth has seen? If so, why? If not, what was and why?

B. Discuss how quickly we are using resources that have taken billions of years to form at least one example.

C. Write one thoughtful geo-question that your professor should have asked along the way - one that the film answers.

D. Write one thoughtful geology question you still have related to this series.

